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software design?
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designer engineer

elements door, window, wall column, beam, truss

goals comfortable, convenient, 
attractive

structural integrity,
durable, sustainable
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the role of design criteria

designer engineer

elements function, object, type

goals learnable, effective, tolerant maintainable, correct, fast

?

?criteria decoupling & localization



OBSESSIVE
DETAILS
AHEAD



That’s quite obsessive, isn’t it?
Jonathan Ive in “Objectified”

The details are not the details.
These make the design.

attributed to Charles Eames by Garrett





survey of MIT dropbox users

0%

20.0%

40.0%
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good knowledge average knowledge poor knowledge

correctly predicting behavior

delete shared folder results in leaving
delete shared subfolder removes it

Kelly Zhang
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software design 

problems



#1
email categories



gmail’s categories



category tab settings
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how google explains labels (!)
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feature available only for categories



what you can’t do

associate tabs with labels
feature available only for categories

use tabs outside inbox
tabs disappear when you filter on a label



#2
camera settings



my camera fuji x100s
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what you can’t do

non-standard aspect ratio + raw
even though raw images get nice nondestructive crop!



#3
fonts & styles



what’s a font?



what’s a font?



what you can’t do

define a style that italicizes
Arno Regular to Arno Italic

Futura Book to Futura Book Oblique
Magma Light to Magma Light Italic
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what kind of problems are these?

minor nitpicks?
in all cases, can’t do useful things

coding bugs?
code seems to meet a coherent spec

user interface flaws?
interfaces are clear and faithful to function
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of an app
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what characterizes an app?

Apple Mail Microsoft Word Twitter

EmailAddress
Message

Folder or Label

Paragraph
Format

Style

concepts!

Tweet
Hashtag

Following

Photoshop

PixelMap
Layer/Mask
Adjustment
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concepts define classes

text editor
line

buffer

paragraph
format

style

word processor

stylesheet
text flow

page template

desktop publishing app
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where are Word’s concepts from?

Charles Simonyi: brought key concepts to Word from Xerox PARC
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rich concepts have long journeys

Bravo, 1974

Ginn & Co, since 1868

Microsoft Word, 1983

Apple Pages, 2005
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kinds of concept

given concepts

electoral vote

reservation

social security number

calendar event

instrumental concepts

hashtag

label

friend

follower

enabling concepts

relative reference

public key

layer mask

conference call

even these were 
invented

analogical,
or new

solve a hard design 
problem
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a concept
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the operational principle
a way to explain a concept

an archetypal scenario
separates essential from accidental aspects

shows how purpose is fulfilled
by combination of user & system actions

Michael Polanyi

“if you pull a tab out, then when that 
time slot comes around, the light will 

go on”
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“if you change a style’s format, then 
all paragraphs of that style will change 

format accordingly”
“if you tag a photo, then all 
friends of the person tagged 

will be able to see the 
photo”

“if you select some files and 
they belong to a folder with 

keyboard focus, then pressing 
delete will move the files to the 

trash”

“if you pull a tab out, then when that 
time slot comes around, the light will 

go on”
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purposes, principles & misfits

concept: trash

operational principle: if you delete a file, it moves to a 
special folder; you can restore from there, but emptying it 
removes contents for good (and makes space on disk)

purpose: allow undo of deletions

misfit: if you delete a file on an external drive, you cannot 
reclaim the space until you empty the trash, but then you’ll 
lose the ability to restore files deleted from the main drive

misfit: if you delete an old file and change your mind, you 
may not be able to find it again in the trash (if there are 
many deleted files and you forgot the file’s name)



how
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a concept



example word styles



data model word styles

Style

Paragraph

Rule

Property

property
!

Value

!
value

style !

overrides

rules

StyleName
!name

Stylesheet

styles

Document
sheet !

paras

basedOn

?



data model word styles

Style

Paragraph

Rule

Property

property
!

Value

!
value

style !

overrides

rules

StyleName
!name

Stylesheet

styles

Document
sheet !

paras

basedOn

?

There is no problem
in computer science

that cannot be solved 
by introducing another 

level of indirection.
David Wheeler



data model word styles

Style

Paragraph

Rule

Property

property
!

Value

!
value

style !

overrides

rules

StyleName
!name

Stylesheet

styles

Document
sheet !

paras

basedOn

?

operations
add

delete
modify
update
apply
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concept dependences

stylesheet

style

paragraphformat

text

⟨c,c’⟩ ∈ depends ⇔ ∀a: apps · c ∈ concepts(a) ⇒ c’∈ concepts(a)

Word



how
to reuse

a concept



other instantiations style

Powerpoint schemes Indesign swatches
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non-instantiations style

Apple color picker Write 2 text editor
swatch-color mapping fixed



non-instantiations style

Apple color picker Write 2 text editor
swatch-color mapping fixed no element-style mapping



style generic concept
Element style Style

rules

Rule

Property

Value
value

property

!

!
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base

style generic concept
Element style Style

rules

Rule

Property

Value
value

property

!

!

?

Style

basedOn

Style

next
?

Stylesheet

styles

Style

Style

Name

name

add ons

Element

style

Name
variants



generic concept parts

part example

name Style

purpose make it easy to maintain consistent format across set of elements

sample uses Text formatting in word processors/layout apps (Word, Indesign, 
Pages, etc); rules in CSS; color themes in Powerpoint.

model base, add-ons, variants

operations add, delete, modify, apply, update

related to StyleBuffer, Stencil, Master

issues optional rules problem
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concept selection

slides in
Keynote

messages in Apple Mail
photos in Adobe Lightroom

objects in OS X Finder

thumbnails in Preview

notes in Evernote



subtlety selection scope

subset of selection in scope

subset of selection out of scope



subtlety active element

Adobe Lightroom: brightest thumbnail is the “active photo”
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subtlety continuous selection

Photoshop: outline shown with 
“marching ants”

Photoshop: selection shown in 
Quick Mask mode
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subtlety folder selection

Google Drive: selecting folder = 
selecting children

CrashPlan: selecting folder = 
selecting all future children



concept selection

base

Workspace

Selection

Element

selection

elements

addons

Workspace

View

Element

current view

elements

!

Item

Element

Group

members

?

Selection

Element

active
?

Purposes: apply action in aggregate to many items at once



concept catalog (so far)

instantiate organize relate resource save communicate personalize

stylesheet selection friend access token history message account
master folder clique notification buffer posting karma
stencil group invitation reservation cursor OOBA
style buffer label REST sync rating

layer cart export status
stack subscription
alias purchase order
preset RMA
cursor coupon
filter catalog
property

metadata



how to
evaluate

a concept



the fundamental principle



the fundamental principle
in a well-designed system



the fundamental principle
in a well-designed system

each concept is motivated by one purpose



the ideal mapping

P1 C1

P2 C2

purposes concepts



4 bad smells

P1 C1

P2

P1 C1

C2

P1 C1

C2

P1 C1

P2

unfulfilled purpose

unmotivated concept

overloaded concept

redundant concepts
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unfulfilled purposes

P1 C1

P2 C2

Adobe Indesign:
an unfulfilled purposesubfamily

allow 
typeface 

independent 
styling
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introducing a concept

Keynote ’09: has subfamilies

Keynote 6: gone again!



unfulfilled purposes (more)

P1 C1

P2

user (Apple Mail, Gmail)
‘identify parties to communication’

weak search, no authentication

slide hierarchy (Powerpoint)
‘structure slides in a tree’

sections provide just one level

eject-after-import (Lightroom)
‘prevent accidental writing’

feature removed (and reinstated!)

binder (Preview, Acrobat)
‘maintain composite PDF doc’

can insert pages, but forgets source

C2
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unmotivated concepts (more)

P1 C1

C2



unmotivated concepts (more)

buffer (text editors)
Apple got rid of it

stash (Git)
addresses branching misfits

boxing (Java)
addresses primitives vs objects misfit

null (Javascript)
when undefined is too vague

P1 C1

C2
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redundant concepts
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a redundant concept



P1 C1

C2

redundant concepts

category in Gmail
a redundant concept

label
classify

messages
category
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Acrobat 10
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redundancy elimination in Acrobat
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redundancy elimination in Acrobat

3 concepts

Acrobat 11

1 concept



overloaded concepts
No one can serve two masters. Either you will hate the one and love the other,

or you will be devoted to the one and despise the other. [Matthew 6:24]

P1 C1

P2



overloaded concepts

3 forms of overloading:
piggybacking new purpose hacked onto old concept

false convergence two purposes looked the same
emergent purpose users found second purpose for concept

No one can serve two masters. Either you will hate the one and love the other,
or you will be devoted to the one and despise the other. [Matthew 6:24]

P1 C1

P2



piggybacking fuji camera
new purpose hacked onto old concept



piggybacking fuji camera

image size
aspect ratio piggybacked

on JPEG dimensions

new purpose hacked onto old concept
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piggybacking epson driver



piggybacking epson driver



piggybacking epson driver



piggybacking epson driver



piggybacking epson driver

result: can’t create custom size for front loading
also, page size presets in Lightroom hold feed setting



false convergence

evaluation & goal setting
incompatible purposes

two purposes looked the same



false convergence
two purposes looked the same

filter incoming posts
control access to my posts

distinct purposes

2011: Facebook added 
subscribe/follow
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emergent purpose
users find second purpose for concept

initial purpose: summarize content

emergent purpose: show sender 
if you bcc a list, subject reveals to-address

thanks to Shriram Krishnamurthi

emergent purpose: group by conversation
can’t label reservations from Expedia by trip

thanks to Eunsuk Kang



gitless:
a case study





gitless: a reworking of git

Santiago
Perez De Rosso
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example: branch

concept: branch

operational principle: when you switch branches, your 
working directory is synchronized with the new branch, 
and you can make and commit changes which will be 
invisible on other branches; when you’re done, you can 
merge the branch into the master branch...

purpose: support independent line of development

misfit: can’t switch branches with uncommitted changes;
can stash, but only if no conflicts...

fix: give branch its own working directory; when you switch 
branches, the working directory changes too, and the 
working directory associated with the previous branch is 
preserved



results of a user study
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I would continue using
Gitless if I could

I found Gitless to be
easier to use than Git

I found Gitless to be
easier to learn than Git

I enjoyed using Gitless
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designer engineer

elements function, object, type

criteria decoupling & localization

goals learnable, effective, tolerant maintainable, correct, fast

concepts, purposes

1:1 = concept:purpose
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D I T

R

R D D I I T

Tclient

developer

waterfall

client

developer I

T

II

T T
agile

client

developer I

TR D

I

TD

I

TDR design
thinking

but how to choose increment?

how to structure design step?



a software design approach

users

developers

incrementspurposes

concepts

criteria patterns

dependences

structured
needs of

built by

evaluate suggest

related by

organize

drive

motivate



backup
material



 a new view



a common view of software design

UI design
soft & human

about presentation

programming
hard & technical
about content



a better view of software design

conceptual design:
essential concepts

& behavior

representation design:
organization & performance

Layer

Adjustment

Mask

PixelMap

Brush



designing
on purpose
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design is driven by purpose

motivates

fulfills?

contrivance

purpose

misfit
✘

not a 
counterexample
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corkboard 
tiles

changeable wall 
display of prints

example: a photo wall

✔not 
strong

enough

✘

motivates

fulfills?

damages
prints

✘
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Such a list of requirements is 
potentially endless... But if we think of 
the requirements from a negative point 
of view, as potential misfits, there is a 
simple way of picking a finite set.
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overrides
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StyleName
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Document
sheet !
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basedOn

?

There is no problem
in computer science

that cannot be solved 
by introducing another 

level of indirection.
David Wheeler
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Style

Paragraph

Rule

Property

property
!

Value

!
value

style !

overrides

rules

StyleName
!name

Stylesheet

styles

Document
sheet !

paras

basedOn

?

operations
add

delete
modify
update
apply

a datatype

an entity

a feature
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operational principle (vs user story)

connects to purpose
so OP for trash must include restore

has sufficient span
so OP for secure trash must go up to data recovery

separates essential from accidental
so OP for trash doesn’t say files disappear when eject disk
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sharing: the essence of good design?

from Karl Ulrich, Computation and Pre-Parametric Design (1988)
 thanks to Yishai Feldman



when overloading is acceptable

P1
C

P2

concrete
purposes

concept

P

abstract
purpose
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abstract purpose amazon lists

get friends to 
buy you items

list

remember to 
buy items later

concrete
purposes concept

record items 
you want

abstract
purpose



shared concept doodle poll

concrete purpose: schedule a meeting concrete purpose: vote on a choice



shared concept grayscale image in Ps

greyscale image brushing pixels brushing pixels in layer mask



shared concept placeholder

Keynote: no shared concept for title & body

Keynote: shared concept of placeholder
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risks of shared concepts

limited functionality
for concrete 

purpose

Doodle doesn’t offer some 
scheduling specific functionality 

that when2meet offers
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2984542

security & safety 
oversights

Amazon wishlists privacy risk

unexpected
couplings

Google forms: spreadsheet not
synced with responses

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2984542
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2984542
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the root of the problem
The rôle of a formal functional specification is simply to act as a logical 
firewall between two completely different concerns... The pleasantness 
problem concerns the question whether a system... would satisfy our 
needs... The correctness problem concerns the question whether a given 
design meets such-and-such a formal functional specification. The logical 
firewall ... isolates computing science’s well-carved niche from the 
pleasantness problem to which science has little to contribute. Please note 
that I did not say that the one problem is more important than the other; 
after all, no chain is stronger than its weakest link.

Edsger Dijkstra
EWD952



user interface levels

physical level

linguistic level

navigation level

conceptual level
deeper

shallower
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given vs instrumental concepts

banking app

automatic bill payment  

available funds balance

overdraft protection loan

account balance

travel app

agony factor

passenger profile

itinerary

flight number

reservation

social networking app

tag

post

friendship

photo

URL

instrumental: 
invented for app

given: 
preexisted in 

domain

note that all concepts, even given 
concepts are a means to an end
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these are not concepts...

search authentication

purposes

certificatesearch string

concepts

DOM element HTTP request

implementation details

web page link

concepts

but this is a concept for a 
user of the jQuery API
(vs. a user of Chrome)
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orthogonality

P1 C1

P2 C2

orthogonality is violated when one 
concept’s fitness for purpose is undermined 

by another concept
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P1 C1

P2 C2

non-orthogonal concepts

origin, space, exclusion (CSS)
4 position values for 2×3×2 options

conversation & label (Gmail)
same subject, get same label

listserv & bcc (SMTP)
modified subject reveals target

title & reply (Tumblr)
adding ? to title enables replies (!)

group & selection (many old apps)
can’t select object in a group

group & connector (Keynote 5.3)
can’t select box if connectedShriram Krishnamurthi

BCC example



non-orthogonal concepts gmail
from Eunsuk Kang

conversations interfere with labels
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set ratio image size

set image quality image quality

an orthogonality violation

set ratio image size

set image quality image quality

overloaded concept too
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uniformity is violated when instantiations 
differ with respect to fulfillment of purpose

... directly or indirectly



uniformity

C

Ca

Cb

P

uniformity is violated when a concept
has different versions or instantiations

that behave differently for no good reason
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non-uniform concepts

deposits by check (banking)
funds arrive before clearing

primitive type (Java)
not like a class type

direct flight (Official Airline Guides)
1 flight number, but >1 stop

alerts (Apple iCal)
can’t select email alerts for default

custom settings (Fuji x100s)
only some settings selectable

C

Ca

Cb

P
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it’s all about the concepts

Acrobat
text box
object

document text

Photoshop
channel

layer
mask

Lightroom
action

treatment
effect

incoherent 
concepts, no clear 

purpose

powerful concepts 
with low level 

purposes

simple 
concepts with 

purposes aligned to 
common tasks
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all’s well that ends well

acrobat 9
deeply troubled

acrobat 10
user interface tweaks

acrobat 11
conceptual reworking
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acrobat (version 10)

user interface has been reworked but still text, text box, object



acrobat (version 11)

conceptual reworking: now just text
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designing the user too

fulfills?

contrivance

purpose

assuming a
user behavior
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magnetic
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changeable wall 
display of prints

example: magnetic paint

fulfills?

six coats

neodymium
magnets
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example: aligning elements

purpose: help align objects

a contrivance: autoalign 
a better contrivance: snap align
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auto align

align diagram
elements

example: auto align

user applies
operations

motivates

fulfills
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snap align

align diagram
elements

example: snap align

user moves 
until guideline

flashes

motivates

fulfills
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fulfills?

contrivance

purpose

assuming a
user behavior

anticipated
misfits

requirements

specification
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James Gibson (1977): “action possibilities” latent in environment

Donald Norman (1988): action possibilities that are perceivable
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a door with good affordances

“affords pushing” “affords pulling”
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“norman doors”

push or pull?

door with user manual

conflicting instructions
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what facebook says

When someone adds a tag to a photo or 
other post I shared, who can see it?
When someone adds a tag to something you shared, it's visible to:
■ The audience you chose for the post or photo
■ The person tagged in the post and their friends

as a textual constraint in Alloy:
all i: Image | sees.i = (posts.i).friends + (i.tags).friends



what facebook should say

When a psychopathic stranger takes a photo of me at a 
party and tags me, who can see it?

When someone adds a tag to something you didn’t share, it's visible to:
■ All of their friends and fellow psychopaths
■ All of your future employers, boyfriends, girlfriends and in-laws
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lesson

for physical designs
effects are clear, if hard to predict

affordances connect actions to effects

for software designs
effects are often not clear

affordances become ‘abstract’

so we need to
convey to users effects of actions

challenge: effects are indirect
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process

optimize organization & task structure
Taylor (1880s), Toyota JIT (1980s), CMM (1990s), agile (2000s)
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style

Dieter Rams, 1958
pocket transistor radio T3

Henry Hobson Richardson, 1877
Trinity Church, Boston

Leica, 1953
M3 rangefinder camera

Alfonso Bialetti, 1933
La Moka coffee maker
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fred brooks: essence and accident
[T]o see what rate of progress one can expect in software technology, let us 
examine the difficulties of that technology. Following Aristotle, I divide them 
into essence, the difficulties inherent in the nature of software, and 
accidents, those difficulties that today attend its production but are not 
inherent.

The essence of a software entity is a construct of interlocking concepts: 
data sets, relationships among data items, algorithms, and invocations of 
functions. This essence is abstract in that such a conceptual construct is the 
same under many different representations. It is nonetheless highly precise 
and richly detailed.

I believe the hard part of building software to be the specification, design, 
and testing of this conceptual construct, not the labor of representing it 
and testing the fidelity of the representation. We still make syntax errors, to 
be sure; but they are fuzz compared with the conceptual errors in most 
systems.
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